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I have tried this kit on the OEM shifter as fitted to 6 speed 2012 / 2013 Velosters as well as a the short 
shifter supplied from Tork Motorsports (www.damnfastdd.com). In both instances, the kit works 
flawlessly. 
 
The following tools will be required: 
Two small flathead screwdrivers or picks; 
Zip tie;  and 
Side cutters /scissors/ knife 
 
Begin the removal of your stock shift boot by lifting on the edges. This can be done by grabbing the boot 
material and pulling upwards. The inner ring and boot should pop out of place. If this hasn’t been done 
before, the outer silver trim ring will also come out as well. If so, simply remove it once the assembly is off 
the shifter shaft. Please see page 4 for information on trim ring orientation. 
 

 
 
 
Once the boot has been lifted out of the console, remove the knob by turning it counter-clockwise until 
you can remove it from the entire assembly. Note: OEM knob (only) weighs 100 g, ~3.5 oz. 

http://www.damnfastdd.com/
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There will be a spring under the knob. The rest of the assembly will simply lift 
off the shifter shaft. 
 

 
 
Once the assembly is off the shaft, remove the reverse lockout trim by simply pulling it off the base of the 
silver trim piece. 
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Next, remove the lower trim ring by carefully peeling the stock boot off it, being careful not to crack the 
trim ring in the process. Take note which side of the trim ring the stock double stitch seam is located. This 
will be your reference point for correctly reinstalling the shift boot. 
 
Once the trim ring is removed, the silver trim for the reverse lockout must be removed. The silver trim is 
locked in place to the lower black trim by two tabs that are at the bottom edge of the black trim. The 
black tabs must be GENTLY pried back to allow the silver piece to slip out. Prying too hard or bending the 
tabs too far back will result in the tabs being broken and the assembly not reinstalling correctly. 
 
To remove the silver piece, use two small screwdrivers or picks to carefully spring the tabs past the lip on 
the silver trim. Do not pry, but rather wedge the screwdrivers in place. 
 

 
 
Once the screwdrivers or pics are in place and holding the tabs back, hold on to the black trim and pull the 
silver trim out if its place. 
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Set the silver trim aside and remove the stock boot from the black trim piece by peeling it away from the 
inside of the piece. You can now completely remove the boot from its assembly. Neither of these pieces 
will be re-used. 
 
If you have an aftermarket shifter boot, install this now. Following the instructions supplied by the 
manufacturer of the aftermarket shifter boot. Note: other than the first 2 pictures, following pictures 
show aftermarket shift boot installed. 
 
For reference, I have attached a picture of the stock shift boot identifying the orientation. The shift boot 
seam faces the front of the vehicle (pic. on left). The side of the boot trim ring with the 2 large tabs and 1 
small tab is oriented to the left side of the vehicle. 
 

 
 
 
Slide the aftermarket lift assembly through the top of the shift boot. Use a zip tie or contact adhesive to 
cinch the shift boot to the lift assembly. Use the side cutters / scissors / knife to trim the excess from the 
zip tie. Note: be aware of the shift boot trim ring orientation (refer commentary above). 
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Install the reverse lock out into the sleeve. You should hear a “click” once the lock out is fully engaged. 
The lip on the lock out needs to be facing the LHS of the vehicle. Orientation of the lock out mechanism is 
achieved by simply rotating the lock out mechanism. If you wish to remove the lock out mechanism, 
simply pull it out. 
 

 
 
 
Reinstall the trim ring on to your shift boot and then install onto gear shift lever. 
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When the boot has been installed on the shift lever, insert spring and push down shift boot. Install your 
shift knob. In the case of the kit from So Cal Garage Works (www.scgarageworks.com), this simply screws 
on to the shift lever.  
 
Once installed, test the function of reverse lock out.  

http://www.scgarageworks.com/

